
Conjoint Product Survey

Your chance to win £100.

Terms and Conditions:
1. This prize draw is for the chance for 1 individual to win £100 which will be added to their GoHenry

parent account

2. This prize draw will be open from 00:01 BST on 22nd December 2022 until 23:59 GMT on 15th
December 2022 (the “Entry Period”)

3. To enter this prize draw, you must complete the feature survey ensuring all answers are provided
during the Entry Period.

4. This prize draw is limited to GoHenry customers who have a GoHenry account.
5. This prize draw is open to all residents of the United Kingdom aged 18 or over
6. You must enter this prize draw yourself and not on behalf of anyone else, joint entries are not

permitted.
7. You may only enter this prize draw once.
8. This prize draw shall close on 15th February 2023 at 23:59 GMT. The winner will be selected at

random by GoHenry. The winner shall be announced on 16th of February 2023.
9. GoHenry will contact the winner via email to confirm the winner’s prize and any other details needed

to deliver the prize to the winner.
10. Reasonable efforts will be made to contact the winner. However, If the winner does not provide the

necessary details needed to deliver the prize within 14 days or is unable to comply with these terms
and conditions, GoHenry reserves the right to offer the prize to the next eligible entrant selected at
random.

11. If GoHenry believes that any entry contravenes these terms and conditions, GoHenry reserves the
right to reject the entry at its discretion

12. The prize is as stated and cannot be transferred to another individual. No alternatives to the prizes
can be requested.

13. GoHenry reserves the right to provide a substitute prize of an equivalent value should the need arise.
14. Any personal data supplied by entrants is used solely for the purpose of fulfilling this prize draw and

will not be disclosed to third parties for any other purpose without the entrants explicit consent.
GoHenry will always use and keep personal data in accordance with its privacy policy which can be
found online at https://www.gohenry.com/uk/web/terms-and-conditions/

15. To the extent permissible under applicable law, GoHenry shall not be liable to any entrant or to the
winner for any loss or damage howsoever caused (whether in contract, tort (including, without
limitation, negligence) statutory duty or otherwise) arising out of or in connection with the prize draw.

16. This prize draw is not open to employees or associates of GoHenry Ltd.
17. This prize draw may be varied or withdrawn at any time in whole or in part without prior notice and is

subject to availability and our Fair Use policy.
18. Participation in this prize draw constitutes acceptance of these terms and conditions.
19. These terms and conditions are governed by English law and any disputes arising in connection with

the prize draw will be subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of England.
20. The Promoter is GoHenry Ltd. registered at Stirley House Ampress Lane, Ampress Park, Lymington,

United Kingdom, SO41 8LW

https://www.gohenry.com/uk/web/terms-and-conditions/

